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Treating two external states of an atom in trapping potentials as a qubit, we theoretically study
specic schemes for performing a fundamental two-qubit quantum gate, swap operation as well
as creating maximally entangled states via controlled atomic collision by controlling the distance
between two microtraps. In contrast with external state-qubits, we present another implementation
of these operation by using two internal states as a qubit. Fidelity of these operations and double-
occupancy probability are also calculated and discussed. Simulations are based on microtraps, and
the predicted results could be within the touch of recent experiments.
PACS number(s): 03.67.Lx, 32.80.Pj, 34.90.+q
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of tools to prepare, manipulate and
measure the quantum state of a physical system repre-
sents one of the great challenges of modern science and,
in particular, it is essential for applications on quantum
information processing such as quantum computing. At
present there have been identied a few systems that are
possible candidates for quantum computation: ion-traps
[1], cavity QED and photons [2], molecules in the context
of NMR [3], solid state devices such as quantum dots [4],
and neutral atoms [5{7]. Neutral atoms are promising
candidates for quantum computing at least for two dier-
ent reasons: (i) techniques of cooling and trapping atoms
are by now well established [8]; and (ii) they are compara-
tively slightly sensitive to decoherence due to interactions
with the environment. Neutral atoms can be individually
addressed and manipulated in optical lattices [9] and mi-
crotraps [10,11]. In particular, magnetic [10] and optical
microtraps [11] oer an interesting perspective for stor-
ing and manipulating arrays of atoms with the eventual
possibility to scale, parallelize and miniaturize the atom
optic devices needed in quantum information processing.
Moreover, optical microtraps can take advantages to the
fact that most of the current techniques used in atom
optics and laser cooling are based on the optical manip-
ulation of atoms.
The creation of entangled states is the rst step to-
ward realizing applications related to entanglement. Two
dierent coherent mechanisms to create entanglement
among neutral atoms have been traced back: collisions
and dipole-dipole interactions [6]. Creating and manip-
ulating entanglement between neutral atoms by using
collisions was originally proposed in [5] and was further
developed in [7] where two internal states of the atom
were used as a single qubit. In particular, it was dis-
cussed the possibility to implement a phase gate oper-
ation between two qubits by instantaneously, i.e, non-
adiabatically, switching the microscopic trapping poten-
tials [7]. In contrast, we address here the problem of
creating entanglement by adiabatically approaching two
bosonic atoms each one stored in a dierent microtrap. In
addition, we consider the possibility to implement qubits
in the external degrees of freedom, e.g., j0i for the ground
and j1i for the rst excited vibrational state of each mi-
crotrap. In fact, observation of jn = 0i and jn = 1i Fock
states as well as superposition states in one-dimensional
traps has been achieved for neutral atoms [12]. To cre-
ate entanglement and perform quantum logic gates, we
apply the steps outlined in Fig. 1. Initially, the two wells
are far apart such that the interaction between the atoms
in each well is almost negligible. Then, we adiabatically
move the two wells closer such that the atomic wave-
functions overlap and, consequently, tunnelling and colli-
sions start to play an important role. During this process,
the atoms pick up phases depending on which vibrational
state they initially are. The interaction is maintained till
the desired operation is realized and in the end of this
operation the two wells are again separated.
In order to be specic, we consider two 87Rb atoms
stored in two optical microtraps. In this case, the col-
lision interaction is characterized by a s-wave scattering
term with scattering length of a ’ 5 nm. When both
atoms occupy the same microtrap this interaction energy
has the same order as the vibrational(external) splitting
energy. Therefore, in this scheme we must balance be-
tween the need to bring the atoms as close as possible in
order to achieve large wave-function overlapping and far
enough such that there is negligible probability to excite
unwanted vibrational states. In addition, we also have to
avoid the possibility of double occupancy, i.e, both atoms
at the same trap, after the eventual separating of the two
wells.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
introduce the model and derive an expression for the col-
lisional phase. Sections III and IV are devoted, respec-
tively, to the implementation of a quantum-phase gate
and a swapping operation. In section V, we re-examine
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the same problems as in the rst sections by treating two
internal states of an atom as a qubit, and nally in sec-
tion VI, we conclude with a discussion and summary of
our results.
II. THE MODEL
In this section we will write down the Hamiltonian for
the two atoms trapped in the microtraps, construct the
Hilbert space in which we will formulate our problem,
and derive an expression for the phase acquired during
the operation.
The Hamiltonian governing the dynamics of two atoms








+ V (~ri; t)] + U(~r1 − ~r2); (1)
where m is the mass of the atoms, ~ri and ~pi are the
(three-dimensional) position and momentum operators
for atoms 1 and 2, and U(~r1−~r2) accounts for the inter-
action between the two atoms.
To simplify the problem, we take the same, time- and
particle-independent, trapping potential shape along the
y and z direction:
V (~r; t) = v(x; t) + vp(y) + vp(z): (2)
and assume much stronger connement in y and z direc-
tions than in x, such that the probability of transverse
excitations can be neglected. In fact, we will consider
that both atoms are cooled down to the y and z-ground
vibrational states and remain there during all the op-
eration process. Explicitly, we take the following one-











where 2A(t) is the distance between the center of these
microtraps and !x is the trapping frequency in the x di-
rection. In the limit A  a0 
√
h=(m!x) where a0 is
the typical size of the ground state in each trap, the trap-
ping potential (3) splits into exactly two harmonic po-
tentials. However, it is worth noticing that, for arbitrary
distances between the traps, the Schro¨dinger equation for
the potential given in Eq. (3) can not be solved analyti-
cally . We will borrow then the Hund-Mulliken method
of molecular orbits which concentrates on the lowest or-
bital single-particle states in each well. This approach is
particular interesting since it allows to straightforwardly
investigate the double occupancy problem.
Throughout the paper, we will consider parameter val-
ues for state-of-the-art optical microtraps [13]. Dipole
microtraps can be prepared by focusing a red-detuned
laser beam in a microlenses array. The distance between
two traps can be modied in two dierent ways: (i) using
two independent microlenses arrays which are laterally
shifted with respect to each other as it is currently done
in optical lattices; or (ii) by illuminating a microlenses
array with two laser beams under slightly dierent an-
gles. Diode lasers which can be used to trap 87Rb atoms
with typical trapping frequencies along the laser beam
direction of !x  104-105 s−1 while the transverse trap-
ping frequencies are approximately ten times larger [13].
Finally, sideband cooling can be used to cool the atoms
to the ground state of the dipole trap in all dimensions.
For cold bosonic atoms, the dominant collisional inter-
action is the s-wave scattering contribution, which can
be described by a contact potential of the form
U(~r1 − ~r2) = 4ah
2
m
3(~r1 − ~r2); (4)
where a is the s-wave scattering length. As both atoms
remain in the transverse ground vibrational states, we
can integrate out the corresponding degrees of freedom
and obtain an eective one-dimensional interaction po-
tential [7]
u(x1 − x2) = 2ah!p(x1 − x2): (5)
Eqs. (3) and (5) allow us to reduce the complexity of the
problem to a one-dimensional one, and the Hamiltonian







+ v(xi; t)] + u(x1 − x2); (6)
We will implement the single qubits into the ground
and rst excited states of each trap. When the two
wells are far apart, i.e, A  a0, these states are the


















where   a−10 . As the two wells approach each other,
these single-particle states are no longer energy eigen-
states and become non-orthogonal. We start to build




(j0iL − g1j0iR − g2j1iR); (8a)
j0iR = 1p
N0
(j0iR − g1j0iL + g2j1iL); (8b)
j1iL = 1p
N1
(j1iL − g3j1iR − g4j0iR); (8c)
j1iR = 1p
N1
(j1iR − g3j1iL + g4j0iL); (8d)
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where without loss of generality the coecients gi can be
chosen real. The normalization factors are N0 = 1+g21 +





dxhxjkiLhxjjiR; for j; k = 0; 1 (9)
are the overlapping between states jjiL and jkiR. Note
from (7) that s01 = −s10, or that s01 and s10 change
their sign when we exchange L with R. The parameters
gi are determined by the requirement of orthogonality of
















For an appropriate distance A, the overlaps s01; s00;
s11 becomes exponentially small. In this limit the states
jkiR,L(k = 0; 1) are predominantly localized around A.
In the following we will work in this region.
Let us now introduce the two-particle basis we will use.
This basis is motivated by the two discrete symmetries
of the Hamiltonian (6):
1. Formal exchange of potential minima: A 7! −A
2. Parity: x 7! −x
These two symmetry operations are obviously related but
not quite the same. As seen from Eqs (7) the single-
particle states behave under A 7! −A as hxj0iR/L 7!
hxj0iL/R, hxj1iR/L 7! hxj1iL/R, while under the par-
ity transformation we have hxj0iR/L 7! hxj0iL/R and
hxj1iR/L 7! −hxj1iL/R; the latter minus sign makes the
dierence. Moreover, as a consequence of the denitions
(8) these properties also hold for the orthonormalized
counterparts of those states. Both transformations com-
mute with each other and with the Hamiltonian, and
their square is the identity. These symmetry operations
can therefore be used to split the two-particle Hilbert
space into subspaces being invariant under the action of
the Hamiltonian and whose elements are even or odd (i.e.
having eigenvalues1) under these transformations. The
choice of bases accounts for this fact: The states
jai = 1p
2
(j0(1)iR ⊗ j0(2)iL + j0(2)iR ⊗ j0(1)iL);
jbi = 1p
2
(j1(1)iR ⊗ j1(2)iL + j1(2)iR ⊗ j1(1)iL);
jci = 1p
2
(j0(1)iR ⊗ j0(2)iR + j0(2)iL ⊗ j0(1)iL);
jdi = 1p
2
(j1(1)iR ⊗ j1(2)iR + j1(2)iL ⊗ j1(1)iL); (11)
are even under both transformations,
jei = 1
2
(j0(1)iR ⊗ j1(2)iR + j0(1)iL ⊗ j1(2)iL
+ j0(2)iR ⊗ j1(1)iR + j0(2)iL ⊗ j1(1)iL);
jfi = 1
2
(j0(1)iR ⊗ j1(2)iL + j0(1)iL ⊗ j1(2)iR
+ j0(2)iR ⊗ j1(1)iL + j0(2)iL ⊗ j1(1)iR); (12)
are even under A 7! −A and odd under parity,
jgi = 1
2
(j0(1)iR ⊗ j1(2)iL − j0(1)iL ⊗ j1(2)iR
+ j0(2)iR ⊗ j1(1)iL − j0(2)iL ⊗ j1(1)iR);
jhi = 1
2
(j0(1)iR ⊗ j1(2)iR − j0(1)iL ⊗ j1(2)iL
+ j0(2)iR ⊗ j1(1)iR − j0(2)iL ⊗ j1(1)iL; (13)
are odd under both operations, and nally
jii = 1p
2
(j1(1)iR ⊗ j1(2)iR − j1(2)iL ⊗ j1(1)iL);
jji = 1p
2
(j0(1)iR ⊗ j0(2)iR − j0(2)iL ⊗ j0(1)iL); (14)
are odd under A 7! −A and even under parity. We note
that these properties do not depend on the actual form of
the interaction potential (as long as it is invariant under
parity) and also not on the precise form of the wavefunc-
tions (7), as long as the ground state has a wavefunction
being even with respect to the center of the potential
well, while the wavefunction of the rst excited state is
odd. This should hold for a very general class of single-
particle potentials. In the following we will make use of
the invariance of these four subspaces.
We would like to implement the transformation
j0iRj0iL −! e−iφa j0iRj0iL;
j1iRj1iL −! e−iφb j1iRj1iL;
j0iRj1iL −! e−iφfg j0iRj1iL;
j1iRj0iL −! e−iφfg j1iRj0iL; (15)
i.e. every basis state picks up some phase which will
contain contributions from the free evolution and from
the collisional interaction. For the special case{quantum
controlled phase gate we need a = 2na, b = (2nb+1)
and fg = 2nfg with natural numbers na; nb and
nfg. The aim is to realize (15) (and the other opera-
tions) by having the double-wells far apart initially (for
t = −T ), slowly moving them close together and slowly
separating them again (at t = T they are far apart
again), thereby always working closely in the adiabatic
limit(quasi-adiabatic limit). Then if the atoms are in an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian in the beginning, they then
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follow this eigenstate during the operation. In the limit
of large separation of the wells jai, jbi, jfi and jgi are
such eigentstates (the other states include double occu-
pation and thus the interaction can not be neglected),
the corresponding energies in units of h!x are Ea = 1,
Eb = 3, Ef = 2, Eg = 2. When the two wells are
close together these states are no longer eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian. We will then denote the eigenstates
and eigenvalues as j~a(t)i; :::; j~j(t)i and ~Ea(t); : : : ; ~Ej(t)
such that j~(t = −T )i = j~(t = T )i = ji and
~Eα(t = −T ) = ~Eα(t = T ) = Eα for  2 fa; b; f; hg.
With these notations, the phase operation (15) can be
written as
jai −! e−iφa jai; jbi −! e−iφb jbi;
1p
2
(jfi  jgi) −! e−iφf (jfi  e−i(φg−φf )jgi); (16)





~Eα(t)dt,  2 fa; b; f; gg. We dis-
tinguish between kinematic phase and collisional phase
[7]. In the absence of interaction the atoms would ac-
quire only a kinematic phase. It contains contributions
from the free evolution. The collisional phase accounts
for the interaction and the tunnelling . As the kinematic
phase is a trivial single-particle phase it can be absorbed
in the denition of the single-particle basis states j0i and
j1i. Thus in the following we only have take into account
the collisional phase.
III. GATE OPERATION: NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we will present some results of quan-
tum phase gates. To proceed further, we state briefly the
implementing procedure. At t = −T , the two atoms are
prepared in the ground motional states of each well and
are separated far apart such that there is no interaction
between the atoms. With the wells being moved adiabat-
ically close together, the atoms interacts with each other.
The atoms are allowed to stay at a minimum of distance
for some time, and at time T the wells are separated to
be at the initial position again. During this process, the
atoms acquire a kinematic phase due to their oscillations
within the wells, and also an interaction phase due to the
collision. This process will be referred to one operation
in our further discussions.
To implement the quantum phase gate by scheme pre-
sented here, we have to balance the need to bring the
atoms as close as possible to achieve a large overlapping
of the wavefunction, but at sucient separation and with
small double occupancy probability to avoid large prob-
ability of the atoms to be excited to occupy high levels
of motional states. In other words, the time-dependent





(;  = a; b; :::; j;  6= )
should satisfy jEαβ(t)j << j ~Eα(t) − ~Eβ(t)j  h!x, so
that no sloshing motion is excited. In the simulation
we present here the minimum of the separation(the dis-
tance between the wells) is 4a0 in accordance with this
restriction. We would like to emphasise that the double-
occupancy probability is not only related to the overlap-
ping of the wave-function, but also related to adiabatic-
ity. In principle, the atoms should return to their initial
state after the operation if the system evolve adiabat-
ically. In other words, if we bring the two wells very
close each to other, and then separate them again, the
atoms can return to their initial states, but we have to
carry out this operation very slowly. In our simulation,
we only consider two motional states in each side, so we
have to avoid high motional state to be excited. To pro-
ceed further, we choose the half distance






2 [1− 21+exp[(t+Ti)2/T 2r ] ]; t < −Ti;
0; −Ti  t < Ti
pi
2 [1− 21+exp[(t−Ti)2/T 2r ] ]; t  Ti;


where Amax denotes the maximum of the half distance
corresponding to the starting and ending point of the im-
plementation, Amin is the minimum of the half distance,
Tr and Ti are rise and interaction time, respectively,
which characterize how the half distance is changed. This
is shown in Fig. 1.


































FIG. 1. Logo of the half distance. Amax is xed in our simulation such that the interactions between the atoms are almost
negligible at this distance, Tr should be xed in accordance with the delity required for the operation , Amin has a lower limit
from the constriction mentioned in the text, and one could choose Tr in a real experiment to realize the phase gate.
In Fig. 2 we present the collisonal phase as a function
of interaction time Ti and rise time Tr.
















































FIG. 2. The collisional phase that the atoms acquired after one operation. The upper panel shows the dependance of the
phase on the rise time with interaction time Ti = 0, while the lower panel illustrates the dependance of the phase on the
interaction time with the rise time Tr = 15. The curves a, b, f, g correspond to dierent starting (or ending) states jai, jbi, jfi
and jgi, respectively. The other parameters chosen are Amax = 3.5a0, Amin = 2.0a0
This simulation is performed for 87Rb having scatter-
ing length a ’ 5nm. The trapping frequencies are chosen
from recent experiments !p = 350kHz, !x = 2500kHz
[13]. To be specic, the case of a = 2na, b =
(2nb +1), f = 2nf and g −f = 2ngf in Eq(16) is
equivalent to a controlled NOT gate up to a single qubit
rotation(na; nb; nf ; ngf are natural numbers). To realize
this universal quantum controlled phase gate, we may
choose Ti = 1:2ms and Tr = 0:06ms according to our
simulations. Because for a xed Ti + Tr, the collisional
phases increase with Tr decreasing, so the smaller the
rise time the faster the quantum phase gate. However,
we could not choose Tr as small as we hope{there is a re-
striction on lower limit of Tr, it comes from the condition
of adiabatic evolution. In this sense, the requirements for
fast gates and high delity seem to be almost contradic-
tory: the atoms must be quickly brought close together
so as to gain a required phase as fast as possible, yet the
operation must be done adiabatically. The dependance
of the delity on the rise time is illustrated in gure 3, in
which we use the minimum delity F [14] to characterize
the quality of the gate.


















FIG. 3. Fidelity versus the rise
The results show that the delity is very close to one
for Tr > 20=!x, but for Tr < 20=!x, the delity of the
operation ranging from about 0:35 to 1 is very sensitive
to Tr. For a real experiment, we always may choose Tr
such that the operation is done with high delity.
IV. SWAPPING AND CREATING MAXIMALLY
ENTANGLED STATE: ANALYTICAL AND
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we will work in subspace fjgi; jhig and
fjei; jfig to implement swapping and to create maximally
entangled states (this operation is called square root of
swap sometimes) in the system. In the subspace spanned








where Hmn(t) = hmjH(t)jni, (m = g; h; n = g; h) are the
matrix elements of the Hamiltonian. It is easy to get the
eigenstates and corresponding eigenvalues, both of them
are time-dependent,
























With the same notations, in subspace fjei; jfig the eigen-
states and corresponding eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian
are





















4jHef (t)j2 + (Hee(t)−Hff (t))2
:
We would like to address that jhi and jei are double-
occupancy bases, this means that both atoms will be in
the same well if the probability of the atoms in these
state are not zero at the end of swap operation. In the
following, we will demonstrate that whether double oc-
cupancies are a severe obstacle for swap operations in the
quantum microtraps is equivalent to the problem of how
we could control the system and let it evolves adiabati-
cally.
















j3(−T )i+ cos (−T )
2
j4(−T )i]: (23)
We may control the time evolution of the system by con-
trolling the distance between the wells. In such a way, at
time T , the system adiabatically evolves to





























−T E4(t)dtj4(T )i]: (24)
At the starting and ending point, the two atoms are far
apart, so it follows from denitions of (t) and (t) that
(−T ) = (T ) = 0 and (−T ) = (T ) = . Hence,














We might control some parameters such that cg = −1
or cg = i. The rst corresponds to the swapping pro-
cess, whereas j (T )i with cg = i or −i is a maximally
entangled state. For convenience, in the following simu-
lation(and in all the simulations carried out for the swap
and square root of swap operation) we choose the other
function to describe the change of the distance with time





[1− 1 + e
−t2i /t2r
1 + e(t2−t2i )/t2r
]:
To avoid confusion, we use tr and ti here to denote the
rise and the interact time, respectively.
Before going on to present numerical results, let us
introduce an appropriate measure for the entanglement
of quantum states. For two identical particles, the von
Neumann entropy remains a good measure of entangle-
ment [15]. Here we adapt the measure proposed in [16]
to quantify entanglement of the states, it was dened by
(t) = jh ~ (t)j (t)ij; (27)
with j (t)i = ∑i,j=0,1 wij jiiRjjiL; and j ~ (t)i is the dual
of j (t)i having the same expression as it had in Wootters
concurrence [17]. We address that the double occupan-
cies have no contribution to the entanglement by this
denition.
In Fig.4 we present a typical situation of swapping for a
rise time tr = 20, an interaction time ti = 0, a maximum
of the half distance Amax = 3:5a0, and a minimum of the
half distance Amin = 2:02a0. The time-dependant dis-
tance is plotted in the upper panel, while the lower panel
shows the probability of the input state 1p
2
(jfi + jgi)
and the output state 1p
2
(jfi − jgi). The dot line is for
the double occupancy probability, and the dashed line is
6
the measure of entanglement (t). The double occupancy
probability after the operation is about 1:610−4 for this
set of parameters. These results are obtained by solving
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation numerically.




































FIG. 4. A swap process as a function of time. parameters chosen are Amin = 2.02, tr = 20, and ti = 0. The half distance
is plotted in the upper panel, while the lower panel is for the swap operation. The probability of the atoms in input state
1/
p
2(jgi+ jfi) and the output state 1/p2(jgi − jfi) are shown as solid line. The double occupancy probability is plotted as
dot line, and the dashed line is plotted for the measure of entanglement η(t).
We would like to address that the swap operation could
be done by choosing the other sets of parameters, as an
example, in Fig. 5 we present the same swap operation
as in Fig.4.





































FIG. 5. The swap operation also could be done with dierent paramete
dash line and dot line are plotted for the same quantity as in Fig.4.
The dierence between the two swap operation is that
the latter one is faster about 23.74(in units of 1=!x) than
the earlier one but with higher double occupancy proba-
bility (about 1:3 10−3) in the end of the operation.
Fig.6 shows a square root of a swap, the resulting state
is a fully entangled complex superposition of the input
and output state. So, this scheme could be used to pre-
pare the maximally entangled state.
7













































FIG. 6. A square root of swap process as a function of time. This scheme could be used to prepare the maximally entangled
state. parameters chosen are Amin = 2.17, tr = 20, and ti = 0. The upper panel is for the half distance, the solid lines in the
lower panel are for the probabilities of the atoms in 1/
p
2(jfi + jgi)(upper) and 1/p2(jfi − jgi)(lower). The resulting state
is a fully entangled complex combination of 1/
p
2(jfi + jgi) and 1/p2(jfi − jgi). The double occupancy probability and the
measure of entanglement are also shown.
Similarly, we could implement the square root of swap
as shown in Fig. 7 by choosing a dierent set of parame-
ters. The price we have to pay for this fast square root of
swap is higher double occupancy probability in the end
of the operation.















































FIG. 7. The same square root of swap as shown in Fig.6 but with dierent parameters Amin = 2.116, tr = 15, and ti = 0.
Up to now, we consider the implementation of quan-
tum phase gate, swap operation and square root of swap
operation in microtraps by treating two external (vibra-
tional) states as the qubit. The advantages of this scheme
are that the collisional phases the atoms acquired after
the operation come not only from a real collision, but also
from the tunnelling. In other words, the free Hamiltonian
really makes contributions to the collisional phase that
are essential for a quantum phase gate and swap opera-
tion. In this sense, this scheme is favorable for bosonic
atoms with small scattering length or fermionic atoms
at very low temperature. In the next section, we will
consider another case of this paper{treating two internal
states as the qubit.
V. THE CASE OF TWO INTERNAL STATES
SERVING AS A QUBIT
In this section, we will study the same problems as in-
vestigated above but instead of the two external states
we treat two internal states of the atom as a qubit , and
we assume that during the whole operation process, the
two atoms remain in their ground motinonal state. The




Hαβ ji1hj ⊗ ji2hj;
Hαβ = H0αβ + uαβ ;
H0αβ = Hα(p1; x1; t) +Hβ(p2; x2; t);





uαβ(x1 − x2) = 2aαβh!p(x1 − x2); (28)
where jgi and jei denote the ground and excited inter-
nal states, respectively, v(x; t) is the double-well trap
as the same as given in Eq.(3). aαβ is the scattering
length for the corresponding internal states. To get the
Hamiltonian(28), we also assume that the trap in the
other two direction y and z is very tight relative to in x
direction. We denote hxj0iL and hxj0iR the ground mo-
tional states of the atom in left and right well as we did in
the last sections. They take the same form as we given
in Eq.(7). Because these two states j0iL and j0iR are
not orthogonal, rst of all, we give the orthonormalized
states as
hxjLi = 1√
1− 2sg − g2 (hxj0iL − ghxj0iR);
hxjRi = 1√
1− 2sg − g2 (hxj0iR − ghxj0iL); (29)
where g = (1 − p1− s2)=s, s = ∫ +1−1 hxj0iRhxj0iLdx is
the overlap of the wavefunctions centered at right and left
sides. In this case, for two identical atoms, the Hilbert
space is also ten-dimensional with the following bases
jS1,2i = 12(jg(1)iLjg(2)iL + je(1)iLje(2)iL
 jg(1)iRjg(2)iR + je(1)iRje(2)iR);
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jS3,4i = 12(jg(1)iLjg(2)iL − je(1)iLje(2)iL
 jg(1)iRjg(2)iR − je(1)iRje(2)iR);
jS5i = 12(je(1)iLjg(2)iR − jg(1)iLje(2)iR
− je(1)iRjg(2)iL + jg(1)iRje(2)iL);
jS6,7i = 12(je(1)iLjg(2)iL + jg(1)iLje(2)iL




jS9i = 12(je(1)iLjg(2)iR + jg(1)iLje(2)iR
+ je(1)iRjg(2)iL + jg(1)iRje(2)iL);
jS10i = 1p
2
(je(1)iLje(2)iR + je(1)iRje(2)iL); (30)
The Hamiltonian remains unchanged after permuta-
tion of R and L, this leads to a fact that the
Hamiltonian does not have any nonzero matrix ele-
ments between jS5i and the other bases. Noticing the
atoms could not be excited from one internal state
to another under action of the Hamiltonian, we con-
clude that the bases jS6i; jS7i; and jS9i constitute
a block of the ten-dimensional Hilbert space. With
these observations together, we arrive at that the ten-
dimensional Hilbert space may be divided into the fol-
lowing blocks fjS5ig; fjS6ig; fjS7i; jS9ig; fjS2i; jS4ig and
fjS1i; jS3i; jS8i; jS10ig: In the subspace spanned by jS7i







H77 = hLjH0αβ jLi+ hLLjuegjLLi+ hRRjuegjLLi;
H99 = hLjH0αβ jLi+ 2hRLjuegjRLi;
H79 = hRjH0αβ jLi+ 2hRRjuegjRLi;
the eigenstates and the corresponding eigenvalues take
the same form as given in Eqs(19,20), but instead of
j1(t)i, j2(t)i, E1,2(t) and (t), we denote here j  (t)i,
E(t) and γ(t) the eigenstates, corresponding eigenval-
ues and the angle, respectively. Now we are at a posi-
tion to show how to implement a fundamental two-qubit
quantum phase gate between the two atoms, with truth
table
jggi ! e−iφgg jggi;
jgei ! e−iφge jgei;
jegi ! e−iφge jegi;
jeei ! e−iφee jeei; (32)
in terms of the bases given in Eq(30), the operation(32)
can be expressed as
jS8i ! e−iφgg jS8i;
1p
2





(jS9i+ jS5i) ! e−iφge 1p
2
(jS9i+ jS5i);
jS10i ! e−iφee jS10i: (33)
Notice the bases themselves (30) are the eigenvectors of
the Hamiltonian when there are no interactions between
the two atoms, this operation could be done in the adi-
abatical limit. In fact, if the atoms evolve adiabatically,
after one operation the atoms must return to their ini-
tial sates except a phase dierence, and the phases the
atoms acquired in the operation depend on which eigen-
vector the atoms followed. This results in a fact that the
atoms in dierent initial states will gain dierent phase
after the operation. In Fig.8, we show the collisional
phase which the atoms gained after one operation as a
function of the rise time Tr and the interaction time Ti,
in this simulation, we use the same function as given in
Sec.III to describe the change of the distance, and this
simulations are carried out for 87Rb in the same traps as
in Sec. III.





































FIG. 8. The collisonal phase that the atoms acquired after one operat
phase on the rise time Tr with a xed interaction time Ti = 0, whereas th
interaction time with Tr = 20, the curves S8, S9 and S10 correspond to
respectively.
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As mentioned before, the adiabaticity of the evolution
seriously aect the delity of the operation, this is shown
in Fig.9, which is plotted for the delity as a function of
the rise time Tr.















FIG. 9. The delity as a function of Tr.
As Fig. 9 shows, the delity of the quantum phase gate
is very close to one for tr > 15=!x, but for tr < 15=!x,
the delity of the operation ranging from about 0:76 to 1
is very sensitive to tr. For a real experiment, we always
may choose tr such that the operation is done with high
delity.
As to the swapping and creating maximally entangled
state, we may do it in the following way. Physically, if the
system evolves adiabatically, the atom will return to its
initial state except a phase dierence after one operation.




(jS9i+ jS5i) = jgiRjeiL; (34)





if 5 − 9 = 2n   this is just the swap operation,
which gives the output state 1p
2
(jS9i − jS5i) = jeiRjgiL
as shown in Fig. 10.



































FIG. 10. A swap process as a function of time. parameters chosen are A
plotted for the half distance, while the solid, dash and dot lines are for th
If 5 − 9 = 2n  =2 the operation for the atoms
acquiring this phase dierence is square root swapping|
the output state is a maximally entangled state, this is
shown in Fig.11.











































FIG. 11. A quare root of swap process as a function of time. paramet
In contrast to the situation of two external states serv-
ing as a qubit, there are three bases jS5i, jS7i and jS9i
are involved into the swap operation process, the basis
jS5i just picks up a phase in the whole process according
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to its eigenvalue, for it is decoupled from the other bases.
The double occupancy probability in this situation is just
the probability of the atoms remained in basis jS7i after
the operation, in this sense, the operation is easy to con-
trol relative to the external-state case.
VI. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
We have shown that entanglement among ultracold
neutral atoms in the optical lattices can be controlled
by controlling the distance between the lattices. The -
delity for a fundamental two-qubit quantum gate turns
out to be quite robust with respect with a large range of
parameters. By solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation numerically, we also demonstrate the possibility
of performing swap operations and investigate probabil-
ity of the double occupancies. These results shown that
the double occupancies probabilities are very small as
long as the atoms being controlled to evolve adiabatically.
This scheme could be used to create maximally entangled
states in optical microtraps, the corresponding operation
is called square root of swap. The developments in the
eld of atom optics provide a good opportunity for a
rst implementation of our scheme. Here, microfabrica-
tion techniques in atom optics allow to trap and control
atoms in a fast and accurate way. In our simulation,
we truncated the Hilbert space to be a smaller one, i.e.,
we only consider the ground and rst excited states of
these traps, this is a good approximation for weak inter-
actions and small double occupancy. When the interac-
tion and double occupancy become large(bring the atoms
close each to the other, such that A(t) << 2a0) we have
to take more vibrational states into account, and in this
case we still could realize the phase gate and the swap
operation in the adiabatic limit. But the phase gate and
swap operation with high delity in this situation become
slow.
Some problems are remained untouched. One of them
is the temperature eects, which will damage the -
delity of those operations, a rough estimate is to calculate
statistical distribution of atoms among the vibrational
states, and the atoms being excited at higher vibrational
levels of course could not return to the rst and ground
vibrational states, even if the atoms evolve adiabatically.
Within our frame, in order to consider these eects, we
have to take more vibrational states into account, this
makes the simulation complicated, because the dimen-
sion of the Hilbert space is huge in this case. For in-
stance if we take 10 vibrational states in each well, the
dimension of the Hilbert space is 210.
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APPENDIX A
From the orthogonality of these states given in Eq(8),
we obtain
s00 + jg1j2s00 − 2Re(g1)− 2s01Re(g1g2)− jg2j2s11 = 0;
s11 + jg3j2s11 − 2Re(g3)− 2s01Re(g3g4)− jg4j2s11 = 0;
−g3s01 − g4s00 + g1s01 − g2s11 + g1g4 + g2g3 = 0;
s11g

3g2 + s01 + g

4 − g1g3s01 − g1g4s00 − g2 − g2g4s01 = 0:
(36)
Without loss of generality, the coecients gi can be
chosen real, and as mentioned in the text, for a cer-
tain distance between the two microtraps the overlapping
sij ; i; j = 0; 1 is exponentially small, so we can drop all
the terms with order higher than sijgmgn; with i; j = 0; 1;
and m;n = 1; 2; 3; 4. This is a good approximation for
the half distance A greater than 2a0. In fact, we could
not bring the two microtraps as close as we want in our
simulation, for we have to avoid high vibrational states
being excited. With this approximations, we can get the
results given in the text.
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